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PROSPERO. I acknowledge this thing of darkness as my own.

—rne Tempest, Shakespeare

Althoijgh the writings come fran the entire College, we acknowledge the 

pneral character of ^ Verso and The Mecn to be our own. When we began editing 

An Verso in 1982, we started in fresh, enthusiastic - and completely Incompetent.

A folder full of manuscripts (some typed, some sketched, and even a few scrawled 

cn the back of seminar notes) gradually became a magazine: we made a lot of 

mistakes, but we learned from them, and the workings of the magazine ran a 

little smoother each time we put together an issue. So, by the time The Moon 

appeared last autumn, we had developed a working style of our own: some mixture 

of black humor, surrealism, sloth, radical theology, and vdiatever else derives 

from tlie general temper of all-night production binges, in the buzzing windowless 

Au Verso office. When the new editorial staff begins work next year, the character 

of the St. John's publications will have to blossom in some new form, and it 

will be exciting to see just how ttiis happens.

We've lost a considerable amomt of our former freshness, but hopefully not 

too much of our enthusiasm. (In regards to competence, we must regretfully plead 

the Fifth Amendment.) Au Verso has the potential to be the focus for an amazing 

wealth of literary, artistic, and poetic talent at St. John's. There is still 

much to be done in developing this talent and bringing it to fruition. Tliere is 

also much that could be done in integrating M Verso, and the private work of 

individuals, with literary or artistic workshops, performances, events, etc. As 

always, the realization Sf these possibilities depends upon the interest of 

the College as a viiole, and upon the efforts of thos few individuals taIio are 

willing to make it happen.

So, we are rather proud of ourselves for having learned to produce M Verso., 

and for having kept it in print over the past few years. But The Moon has become 

reailly ccmpelling in certain ways which tend to eclipse the good lights of M 

Verso. The Moon has immediate, political Interest for the entire coranunity: it



%

is a soapbox for four, hundred people who, if unlike in luany ways, are very jiuci:i 

alike in that they all love to talk. And to listen, too - though sometimes, 

when we get tired and disillusioned, we tend to forget that. The Moon exists 

simply to encourage speaking and listening about the matters ■vAnch affect us, 

as members of the St. John's community, and as members of the larger society as 

well. In The Moon, the craft or beauty of the language is not nearly so important 

as lAhat is said: the paper is a tool, and it is up to you to use it as you 

will.

Look, we have worked hard on these things. If we occassionally wax self- 

righteous about our work, you can excuse that: self-righteousness can also be 

a powerful force to get things moving. But we are leaving M Verso and The Moon 

behind, for you to use as you see fit. Use them well. Luke lAlhite and Mark 

Moulton are taking on the responsibility for next year's publications, but 

they can use all the help you can give them, in putting the Issues together.

And even if you don't care to solicit, edit, type, or paste, you can always 

submit your own work. At the very least: you can read vhat is published, listen 

hard to vhat is said, and receive it in the spirit in vhich it is being given 

to you.
It has been hard work, and it has been very good. Goodbye.

—^Beth Povinelli and Josh Senyak



A Quest

, Radiant crystals of snow whooshed from the moonless night into the 
forest darkness. Already, it was sticking to the ground. Our heroes, two 
little beys, one age nine, the other ten trudged forward against the stern 
blasts of wind. They spoke little, the younger one, Jeremy, biting his 1 
Ups to keep from exclaiming threats against the bitter nl^t. But Jonathon 
walked in a strange calm and his certainty led the younger boy more sure
ly than any grizzled old moutain guide trained in the lore of path, finding 
could have.

Wictfed sounds escaped from the wind's flight as it swirled about 
naked tree branches seeking any leaves that 'til now might have evaded its 
fearful scrutiny. Jeremy's nose was quite numb, his hands were thrust into 
the fleecy lining of his coat pockets.

Perhaps, before I describe the situation any further, the reader 
would like to know idiat business Johnathon and Jeremy had in the forest 
that cold snowy night. They were looking for their older sister, Jenifer 
She had disappeared in these moutains almost a year ago, vfiien the family 
had been on an extended camping trip. No trace of Jenifer had been found - 
ever. There had been no more camping trips, but still the family traveled 
the same roads to reach the boys grandfather's farm- a place they visited 
frequently.

Qn^ this night, on account of the blizzard and fearful road conditions 
the family had made a halt to their journey about halfway up a mountain, 
where was nestled a little inn, quite handy on such occasions. Tie adults 
had soon gone to sleep, perhaps, from a real bone-deep fatigue, or neihaps 
because memories of Jenifer could not help but be strange and livelier, and 

nore painful so near to the spot where they had last seen her'-.
As for Jenifer, let me say a little about her now. She had been the 

most wonderful daughter Imaginable. She was one of those people who have, 
from birth, the tremendous gift of finding out ■sdiat games each person iLkes 
and vAiat sort of humour will make them laugh. Maybe five times in her life 
had she been known to lose her temper, and while it is true that these five 
times did not loom large in places reserved for happy memories, the rest 
of her life she had never seemed to have been without some trace of real 
merriment. Often the gaiety within her did not find its expression in 
loudness or laughter, but in the light that radiated from her black eyes.

The only real problem that Jenifer had ever presented her parents 
was a quite unusual one. Ever since her mother had discerned the funny crooked

spot in Jenifer's mouth that never seemed to quite hide the uneven spaces 
between her teeth, she and thought of her own mother. She marveled at the 
qualities of laughter vdilch seemed to have passed directly on to Jenifer, 
along with the ability of her husband's father to peer into the hearts of 
those near, without even knowing that that was \diat she was doing and she 
had feared for her daughter. She had feared lest Jenifer did not find the 
proper ways to develops her God-given graces, lest she be disappointed in 
the things she found in the woild, lest somehow she lose the strange and 
extraordinary gifts that God had so freely given her frem her first moment* 
Ihese fears Jenifer's mother had harbored in her heart, only rarely com
municating them to her husband. Deep in her heart she knew he, too, was 
afraid, but remained silent.



The two boys had always maintained an awe of their older sister, an awe 
remarkable, for at most, she was three years older than Jeren^. She^was always 
the one people remembered. Jeren^r had something of her gaiety, but It showed 
itself differently in him. Johnathon was quite withdrawn, but people exciised 
him because of his hearing - he wore a hearing aid. Of all the children he had 
had the least attention from parents and relatives, yet no one had sver 
said an unkind word about him. Jeremy, on the other hand, did let mischief take
him, sometimes, viiere it ought not.

At any rate, Jereny usually listened to Johnathon. It was Johnathon mo 
suggested that, the two boys leave the inn, without stopping to worry their 
parents, and ^o out into the blizzard. Iliere was nothing hasty or frantic in 
the boys' demeanor, but a strcng light shone in his eyes. '¥e'll find Jenifer, 
he said. Jeremy might possibly have gone out for a minute to play a trick on 
his parents, although, not here, not now in this terrible place so near to the 
place Aidiere his sister had disappeared. Johnathon had never done anything to 
worry his parents, but once when he said he thought he might like to sleep on
the floor Instead of his bed. _ . a. 4.

At first Jeremy had been inclined to argue; the im was warm and toasty 
and outside the wind was roaring. Although he had shed m^y as his mother - if 
not more over his sister's disappearanqe, by now , he, like his parents had 
given up hope of ever seeing her again. She could not have long survived cn 
her own, for they had been camping in a very lonely spot, and she had gone 
off to gather firewood just as the snow had begun falling. That night had been 
much like this one, although a little earlier in the season. ^ ,

Johnathon seemed not to hear Jeremy's arguments, but proceeded wip such 
serenity and calm to dress for the night wind and snow that Jeremy fslt compelled, 
to do likewise. And that is how the two happened to be trudging through the 
forest as this story began.

As they proceeded, the sounds from the trees bending and creaking mder 
the force of the wind became more pronounced. Soon Jeremy began to imagine 
that he heard voices speaking to him, but in a language he had never heard.
Still Johnathon walked on with firm gait, as if he knew exactly vliere he was 
going and exactly what he would find when'he got there.

Jenifer is here, no, she is there, garble, garble, the trees said. _ 
Johnathon seemed not to hear. Of coiirse, he couldn't hear, Jereny tho-i^t m 
alarm. He called out to his brother. In another moment Johnathon would be 
sone, and he, Jeremy, would be left alone - ,1

Johnathon turned and held out his hand to Jeremy. "I'll not l^e you he 
said quietly. The branches vSiisUed, vdiispered, positively spoke. They br^e 
off and twirled in the air gleaming with snow. Twisty curvy letters they formed. 
Jeremy only heard the snatches of "Jenifer is here, 'garble." But Johnathon 
seemed to see letters, then words, He seemed to be looking for si^ and 
finding them in the branches that brcke off the trees and danced in the wim.

The ground was rough and uneven with bushes and brambles lying ready o 
ensnare the feet. They came to a clearing. There, before them stood a little 
wooden hut, thatched roof and all. Smoke was issuing from a hole in a comer 
of the roof. A light peeped out from gaps between pelts hanging in the one
^"^^Johnathon strode to the door and knocked. Inmediately, as if he had been, 
standing at the door, a short stocky old man appeared. He motioned the boys 
inside, had them take off their coats and hats and sat them down by toe fire 
which was blazing tall and richly warm. He gave them steaming mugs of hot 
cocoa in no time at all and biscuits with butter melting on top. Jeremy was

Johnathon began talking with the old man as if he had known him for years 
or rather as if toe old man had known him for years.

"Where are we?" Johnathon asked.
Jeremy felt alaimed. "Even he doesn't know," toe boy thought.



'•Wherever the need in your heart will place you," the old man replied.
Johnathon nodded. Jeren^r noticed that Jchnathon seemed to have no trouble 

hearing.
'¥ill you shew us soon I"
The old man smiled. "Dear heart, it is ■unlike you to be impatient."
Jeremy didn't unders'tand. His nose was running, his socks were dripping, 

and the hot cocoa had b'urnt his tongue. He felt that he should be silent, but 
instead he cried out: "We've got to find our sister."

The old man turned to him. "She has been here." The frankness of 'the answer 
surprised Jeremy and, eve, a little, Johna'fchon.

Jeremy shook his head stubbornly. "But my family doesn't know you. And I 
don't like you."

He was tired,irritated, and the fear he had felt in the woods was becoming 
another sort of fear. He distrusted the old man.

"^Aftiere is Jenifer?" asked Johnathon. Again Jeremy started.
"Jenifer is dead," he cried, and began to sob.
The old_man rose and found a blanket for Jeremy. He did not put it on him, 

but beside him, to use, he he chose. He faced Johna'thon. His round face grew 
rounder and "the wisps of viilte hair on his shining face 'twitched.

"I can help you if you keep asking for the help you need."
"I can do that," said Johnathon, "but first let my brother and me sleep."

So saying Johnathon took 'the blanket and wrapped his bro'ther in its warm woolen 
folds. He himself spoke with the old man a little more, and then also went to 
sleep.

It was yet dark vdien Jereny awoke. The sound of fire must have changed, 
perhaps the fire had retreated into the coals. Then it reached up and splashed 
him. Were 'the very floor boards moving? he gasped. The floor was rocking back 
and for'th.

The sun rose. A cold grey sea stretched out around him. He was on a raft 
with a mast wi'th a blanket for a saiil. There was a cup of hot coeoa at his feet. 
It was really warm. He drank it 'thankfully.

Jereny had come to the place in his heart thht had always appeared to him 
when he let it, but which most of .'the time terrified him so 'that he separated 
it fron himself. It was "the place where 'the most painful questions get asked, 
and 'the most honest answers must be given after each ans'wer 'the questions becone 
harder. Each answer tears the heart a little more, if it is truly honest. At 
■the same time a joy more fierce and all've 'than any 'we can usually experience 
cap-tures the tom heart, comforts it lest it fear its own destruction and guides 
it more sternly 'than before. 'You must obey to come back,'" it says. 'You must 
let all 'the salt sea engulf you, and then you will see 'what you will see. More 
you cannot hear now."

He looked about himself. So this was the place he had secretly dreaded.
He had to brave its dangers to seek Jenifer. Yet, he persisted, "Jenifer is 
dead."

Then he looked up and saw a woman standing on the edge of the boat. She 
was dressed all in white and 'the fairness of' her coun'tenance made the sea merry 
again. He had never seen her before.

"Jeremy," she said.
His heart beat frantically, 'the way little birds' hearts will -throb in 

■the hands of -the one who would heal its wounded wrings.
"Please tell me -that I can 'tell Johna'thon where Jenifer is."
He cried out, "No, Jenifer is dead."
All his life he remembered the lock of grief -that came over her gentle 

face. It was nothing darmatlc; she was not trying to scare him. But it was 
as if he had slapped her, for she tiimed her head to one side, and a shadow 
darkened its whiteness. There wras silence, but for the sea slapping against 
■the raft. She was gone.

Again he was like that bird the physician would have healed, except that 
its fright nearly killed it as it was cradled in the hands that could heal it.



The physician sets the bird down, for a time, yet never goes far away, hoping 
that the bird will learn to trust him so that he may pick the silly creature 
up without its heart hammering a hole through its diest. Ifear little one, 
what are you afraid of, Jeremy's heart sobbed. Yet he huddled beside the mast 
in a tight ball, and wept.

He looked up. She was there again.
"But she is dead," he cried. He was less certain this time. As he looked 

at her, he wept again. All his life he would remember the silent beauty in her

eyes sparkling as if from a distance farther from him than the stars, yet 
sparkling because of him, then, because of his tears, because he, Jeremy, wept.
She was weeping. .t ^ , 4-v, vtAgain the seas were grey and cold and Jeremy was alone. He took tne Dlan-
ket from the mast and wrapped himself in it. The raft yawed and rattled on 
the waves. He longed then, to be able to change his words. He cried out, yet 
still he was alone.

Although he was a little boy, only nine years old, he loved the woman, 
his friend, in the same older way of which later he could only be ashamed.
He loved her because she was beautiful and because she had wept as he did. Be
cause he loved her she came back, but her eyes were sad and her words almost 
harsh, if such coxald be said of her.

"You have not loved me," she said, "but what you have imagined that I am. 
If this is so how can you love God?" He hid his face from her and blushed. Even 
in his later years, that blush would return to him even though the truth of its 
source had long worked upon him.

"I want Jchnathon to find Jenifer," he said. She said nothing. I can be
lieve she lives, if you tell me so."

"That is enough for now, but it will not be enough, she said. The rait 
creaked and bent and broke under the huge waves that engulfed it.

Now back to Johnathon. He too had slept and awakened viien yet all v/as dark. 
The old man must have gone to bed, and the fire had died down. Orit? The 
coals had, somehow, scattered themselves about the room, and now the flames
flared up until it seemed the sun was rising. . ^ -i. ^

And the sun was rising. Fields glistened with e^ly morning dew unfolded 
at Johnathon's feet. He heard birdsong from every viiich way. Bright red and 
golden flowers dotted the green expanse. A little ways yonder, he saw an old 
curved stone wall. Two figures in viiite robes stood at the entrance, swords of
flame flashed in their' hands. ^ -v,

A great joy pierced Johnathon's heart. He longed to go through the 
gate. He would have approached the gate with this purpose only, but someone 
tapped him on the shoulder . It was the old man.

Johnathon sighed for a moment.
It was then that the woman had first appeared to Je:rei]:y._For a moment 

Johnathon was puzzled. "For vdiose sake am I here? If Jenifer is toere, v y 
should I seek her to ask her to come here? I i^yself long for that place.

It was then that Jeren^r's raft creaked, and Johnathon coi^d not see, but 
he heard perfectly. "Oh that Jeremy will answer truly," he cried.

Johnathon's breast burned at the sight of the closed gate aM fee flami^ 
swords. He stood so close to it, yet, he stood still. heart s desire, he
murmered, "But I must wait." -r i v, aThe’woman appeared to Jeremy fee second time, and Johnathon heard rather
than saw her tears. He heard fee fire issuing from the stars in her ©yes?so far 
away, yet his ears had become so keen that he could have been inside fee flames 
There were words in fee flames. Not only were there words, but they were 
sung. In another moment he too would be singing them. He too would understand

Again fee old man tapped Mm on fee shoulder. "Dear heart, not yet." 
Johnathon cried from Ms heart. "That Jeremy can hear. Let him hear.



_ Ihe woman appeared to Jereny the third thne then out frcm the gate came 
^ Jenifer. She turned and curtsied deeply to the angels. When she came to Johnathon
j she seemed strange to him. He almost did not recognize her. She took him by the
■ hand and with her other hand pointed to the' gate.

'¥e'U go there yet," she said. "For that is our true hone, but let us 
gather friends to accompany us, lAhile we wait."

Then it was morning, and the light filtered in through the windows of 
JerenQT's grandparents' farmhouse. He lay in a big old feather bed. A cold 

I compress covered his burning forehead. His mother wanted him to drink some juice,
j When Jeremy's eyes fluttered open, his mother could barely suppress a sound of
I delight. His grandmother went to make another cold compress.
I Jeremy almost said that he had just had a strange dream-. Just then, he
! saw Johnathon. Jenifer sat there beside him. His grandmother came back with ano

ther cold compress. All his family stood about the old feather bed in the big 
airy room. He heard his grandmother ^k his mother, "Has he seen Jenifer yet?
Has he seen her yet? Who can understand the strangeness of it — but the boy's 
fever is down and Jenifer is back."

—Valerie Uhlig



The How of Physics

title of Schrodinger’s p^er What is T.ifp surprised me. Having first read 
s paper concerning the nature of subatomic particles, I woiild have expected 

to entitle Ms endeavor^ How is Life. In this paper I would like to explain 
vffiy tMs adverbial question popped into ny head, and to explore the subsequent 
questions arising fron this lAinch affect the way we name the world.

^e power of Me first Schrodinger paper, read in the first semester, was to 
fo^ me s attention on the tricky nature of subatomic particles. Physics was 
attempting to discover nature — the Mat — of life's smallest beings, the 
electron or proton. Schrodinger's essay arose to, in some sense, answer the 
debate that had been raging in the scientific community concerning whether this 
smaMest mtter ras a wave or a:particle. Schrodinger' s answer through experl- 
mental am equatlonal data was original and powerfM. The What of life — Mat 
the electron was ~ depended on how we approached it. He, and modem physislsts 
M emaMs, was careful to explain that the electron's chameleon nature was not due 
to Me Ignorance of Me scientific endeavor, or to some wron^eadedness wiM- 
in the maMematlcal community, but to some Inherent nature of Me particle. The 
Mectron s nature was to change depending upon Me questions one broached it.
Mese subatomic particles hedge more than a woman, not wishing to reveal one of 
her recipes. The question arises does Me particle have a recipe? Is it there 
at all? One way of approaching this question was to find out Mere it was.

Mrough careful calculus and tricky probability, Schrodinger and oMers attempted 
to answer the question: Where is the electron? Their answer is shocking. The 
position of the electron could only be determined by Me use of probability. I 
shoiald state this more strongly. When Newton was atteiip)tlng to plot out the sy- 
fu ? pl^etary movement he assumed, as has always been assumed in maMematics 
tmt Me planets certainly moved according to some plan. The trick was to uncover 
wmt maMematlcal laws. The presupposition is this: Mbre la a Mat to Mat the 
plBii6tai*y niov6ni6nt Is 5 iny work Is to unccbvsr this viiat. To this supposition 
ScMMinger says Me shocking; Mere is no Mat, there is only a statical pro
bability of a what. In oMer words. Me physicist can only say how it appeared 
Mis time or how it appeared that time. He cannot from this extrapolate furMer 
than probably it will appear this way; that is, he cannot say Mat it will do, 
nor can he say what it is from Me data he conplles.

The ccmbimtlon of Mese two insights — Jlie being of the electron (wave or 
particle) depends upon how one approaches it and the inherent probable nature 
of subatcmic particles seemed to alter Me traditional way we named our world.
I began to look at the world differently.
After a particular/ moving mathematics class, I went for a long walk behind 
school in order to think about our power of naming a thing and what I under
stood by the endeavor. I looked at the simplest of things - those large and 
preponderous - the trees, their leaves, and the rocks beneath the shade. The 
task was tricky for the more 1 looked,the more I wondered what lie just below 
what 1 could see; under the leaves and beneath the stones. I thought; what if 
1 had approached this from another angle or had been moving. What if I were 
the bird above or the crystalin sand below. Would these approaches change the 
apparent nature of the object? Einstein's power comes to a head when his trans
formational equations reveal the ten thousand approaches to the world, which 
reveal ten thousand names, can all be transformed into each other, Einstein 
says the names the shade uses and the naming a bird does, with a bit of mathe
matics, are the same as my own. Apparently we all dance around the same point 
describing it from our angle - mathematically and poetically. Do the transfer., 
mational equations from Einstein's mathematics tell us what the point is? I 
think Schrodinger says no. Einstein confronted by the mathematics of probability



within the subatomic physics^ exclaimed that God did not operate by probability. 
And yet, all the naming we do of things, whether or not we can translate those 
names into each other, only tells us how the thing appears in the time and place 
we are abiding in. It cannot reveal the What of life. Our world is affected 
by which adverb we approach it with.

There are two adverbial ways of approaching the world. I shall enunciate the 
two ways and then give a brief explanation how the world changes by our way 
of naming. The first way is to presuppose there is a What of life ^ Newton's 
way, belief in, an underlying certain system which will give us the power of 
sure predictability. The second way is the discovery that we can only say how 
the world might appear at any given time. I do not have the first hand exper^ 
ience at dealing with subatomic particles, except for a few demonstrations con
cerning the variable wave-particle nature of electrons or the like of the Millikan 
Experiment. Neither, because of lack of time, drove home the shifty nature 
of our little friends. What I do experience every day is the larger world.} those 
objects 1 meet on long runs and perplexed walks. The two different ways of nam^ 
ing the world show up the larger objects differently. When I say to an object - 
this is What it is - I stop the movement of the thing. All things move, even, 
as most people forget, rocks when viewed through time. In order to name it accor
ding to a What, I must extrapolate it from this movement and place it some
where where no movement occurs. This place is nowhere I know, I must do this 
because change, time, cannot be allowed to alter what the thing is. To say 
"probably this won't change" will never when we attempt to name the world this 
way. If I say probably, I have not discovered what the thing is yet.
The second way of naming the world is to say how it is. In this way we acknow
ledge the inherent movement within the world. The strongest statement I can make 
is - this is how it is. But how always implies the manner or the way of the 
thing. Using this adverb I cannot discount the place of the thing, nor the time 
it is in. Moreover, my power of predictability becomes qualified. Because I 
acknowledge place and time as part of the manner and way of my thing, I am 
forced to acknowledge new times and places might alter my This is how it is;
I can only say probably. Of course, once we get good at understanding the 
subtleties of amthematical probability, we paralelly understand its powers. 
Schrodinger would lead us to believe the mathematics of subatomic physics 
is almost certain. Almost. Because they are not certain, however, we never stop 
viewing our world. Those grotesquely large objects as well as their shockingly 
small cousins may someday surprise us.
What is significant and powerful to me is how the second way - the How of life 
affects our hearts. I have always wondered why the God'of the Old Testament 
and of Israel never gave His bride His name, What is clear is this; the God gf 
Israel wanted no graven images made of Himself as the pagans molded of their 
gods. The men and women of Israel were supposed to maintain a passionate rela
tionship with God without the common aid of a picture, a name - anything hold- 
able; anything outside the movement of God within the world,The attempt to put 
the Moving, Living God within a static state thing was to make a graven im^ge 
of the Lord. I believe the Lord God of Israel did this for the same reason we 
should not name our beloved with a what. To say What to a beloved is to take 
them outside the movement of the relationship - we no longer allow them or ourr 
selves to be changed (grown) by the interaction. We effectively remove the 
gift of creation. We can no longer create another or be created. To say this 
is What you are to a person or thing is to stop the movement of two hearts or 
of the world. If the Israelites had been given the name of their God, as had 
the pagans, they would have been a dead, unchanging thing, God's example



instead, seems to imply if there is a What to life it is motion. The only way 
we can both acknowledge this motion and acknowledge the affect of something 
at some time (name it) is to say how it appeared. Any attempt to fix the thing 
in a place outside of time or to etch it in stone (forgetting this too is 
changeable) is to make a graven image. We sin, probably.

--B. Povinelli

biSiHillahi-l-raGhman- l-rahim

i wanted not only to be taught how to worship Allah,

1 wanted Allah defined: the indefinable one. moreover, 

i wanted to know belief; to know how to operate as a 

slave to a singular, complex enigma, why? no good reason, 

1 heard a tremendous note.



Ivory and vfcLte; A Portrait of Sleeping Hand by Llllea

The motion of a hand, still beside breeze-blown 

lilies is the motion of ivory falling into 

white. The motion of a sleeping grace 

dreaming for that which is the dream itself. 

There is no difference between sleeping 

ivory and breeze-blown white. It could be said: 

"they dance", but there is no dance 

in such a motion of stillness. I say:

"there is only motion; Ivory and White, 

not yet a painting, nor yet song..."

When the lilies of the field rise unto thy 

sight, murder them not with a painted memory.

—^Ife’ah Heimbach



^ ^ of a*ucvilspiyrt_ '‘'

Words Asleep

gypsy rhymes

syllables of time

whisper witches watch wander

chant a dance trance

passage stars and

space afar share ttere TA^iere

ever evanescent (the secret)

eternally eternity

erudite overnight

under cover sundered

only to awake again.

—Annie Hayes


